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Version 1.0 released on 2013-04-16 Version 1.1 released on 2015-09-12 This utility is
Copyright (c) 2012 Jason Mac File source: If the source file to process is not in the same
folder as crp.exe, then you should type the full path for the file source and destination. If
there is a space in the file's path, then you should put the path inside double quotes.
Command Line Crypter Uses: A command line crypter application, useful to encrypt and
decrypt files. License: This utility is Copyright (c) 2012 Jason Mac A command line crypter
utility for non-commercial use only. Do not use in any industrial setting. All copyrights
belong to Jason Mac. This utility is not intended to be a replacement for proper encryption.
Please research using proper encryption tools before using this utility. Usual Rights: You
may use the file any way you want. You may modify and redistribute the software for any
purpose. You may not reproduce the software for commercial purposes. Thank you and
enjoy! Features: - Simplified command line interface. - Support AES-256 and SHA-512
algorithms. - Very Fast. - Use case: Batch file, AutoIt script, Windows scheduled task, etc. -
Supports file wildcards. - Wildcards are supported for both file source and destination (if
file destination is not in the same folder as the executable, then you should use double
quotes). - Supports time modifier. - Standard and configurable key length: 16, 24, 32. -
Strong 128 and 256 bit AES key storage. - Command line interface supports integers,
negative numbers, floats and hexadecimal values. - Supports basic character set: A-Z, a-z,
0-9, and the following symbols: $%&=+*()_-| - Supports POSIX character set: a-zA-
Z0-9_$.$() - Supports Hebrew: 0-9 and A-Za-z - If you choose to delete the source file, it
will be deleted after the decryption is finished. - Simple to use. - Help menu and quick start.
- Statistics (encrypted and decrypted files). - Optional configuration file. - Built-in error
handling. - Nice unicode support. - File version and extra information.
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-e = encrypt -d = decrypt -h = show help. -r = show requested passphrase -s = show current
passphrase -i = show the info dialog. -v = show the progress dialog. -y = delete source. -n =
don't delete source. -c = clear the screen. -l = clear the console. -h = show help. -? = show
the help dialog. For example, to encrypt the file at the following location:
C:\test\cryptfile.txt With the passphrase of 123456. You should type: crp -e
"C:\test\cryptfile.txt" "c:temp" 123456 The next example shows how to decrypt a
previously encrypted file: crp -d "c:temp" The next example shows how to change the
passphrase: crp -s "c:temp" 1234 Note: you can skip the encryption or decryption of the
file, if you omit the -e or -d options, the data will be stored in memory for a short time and
then deleted. Key Usage: The next example shows how to encrypt and decrypt a file that
contains the following: $Id: ChangePassphrase.txt,v 1.6.2.1 2007/03/14 20:21:28 guy Exp $
$ $ Revision 1.6.2.1 2007/03/14 20:21:28 guy $ $ A lot of people have asked for a method
to change the passphrase. I have been asked $ this so many times I finally decided to write
this up for those who may need it. $ $ $ This is a very simple implementation. $ $ $ crp -e
c:myfile.txt c:temp $ crp -s c:temp 1234 $ crp -d c:temp $ $ This is basicly a wrapper
around the file c:myfile.txt that changes the $ value in the file to be the value provided with
the -s flag. $ $ It also displays the passphrase each time the file is decrypted or encrypted. $
$ $ Revision 1.6.2 2007/02/21 20:10:37 guy $ $ Added in a new flag 77a5ca646e
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From version 2.5.0, command line crypter also support batch files, for the batch file mode,
the action flag is -b (as the example show below), and the destination file should be in the
same folder as the batch file. Example: The next example shows how to encrypt all files
with the txt extension in a folder, when using wildcards the destination file should always be
*.*, Command Line Crypter will create the new files with the same name as the source files
and with a.crp as the extension. Command line crypter will not create the target file if the
file to process is not in the same folder as crp.exe, then you should type the full path for the
file source and destination. If there is a space in the file's path, then you should put the path
inside double quotes. The key (passphrase) should be a 4 digit password, it should be at
least 8 characters long. crp -b *.txt *.* 1234 -n Delete source flags: -y = Yes -n = No
Sha512/256 blockcipher is more efficient than md5, md5 is more safe than sha1 and sha1 is
more secure than md5, the next example encrypts a file with sha1, using the command line
crypter.exe, the sha1 input parameters are the same as in command line crypter.exe, except
the key, because sha1 is a stream cipher, you should use a random key for each encryption
process, and here is a sample code for sha1: sha1key = random(256); if(!sha1(input,
sha1key)){ //Write to file to trace the problem } About Encryption Modes AES
AES(Rijndael) is a block cipher, it is used by the US government to encrypt and decrypt
classified information, and it is the de facto standard block cipher used by the US
government. Fully homomorphic encryption is now available in AES, the ciphertext of AES
encryption is encrypted by a secret key, so that the encryption process can be made into a
function of multiple parameters. AES encryption is considered safe, and AES is considered
secure. Hash/Checksum Hash/Checksum algorithms are one-way functions, they are
designed to be easy to compute and are considered cryptographically secure, but they are

What's New In?

=========== Command Line Crypter (CLC) is a simple to use command line application
to encrypt and decrypt files and directories on Windows platform. It supports both single
file and directory encryption/decryption. Command Line Crypter is developed to be a
simple to use utility and useful to run from a batch file or a script. If you encrypt a file or
directory, then Command Line Crypter will create a new file or directory with the same
name and extension (for example, it will create new file.txt instead of encrypting the file
test.txt). Command Line Crypter supports AES-256 encryption with SHA-512 for the hash
function.   Installation: ========= To install and execute the program, you will need to
download and run the setup.exe file from the download page.   Usage: ====== To encrypt
or decrypt a file, you need to provide the next information: Action: encrypt or decrypt.
Source: this is the full path and file name of the file you need to encrypt or decrypt.
Destination: this is the newly created output file (encrypted or decrypted). Passphrase: this
is the "password" encryption key. Delete source: should we delete the source file or not.
The following table summarizes the usage of the flags available in the CLC executable file:
* = Mandatory flag [ + ] = Optional flag CRP -c -c = Command Line Crypter: Set the
encryption algorithm CRP -e -e = Command Line Crypter: Set the encryption key CRP -d
-d = Command Line Crypter: Set the decryption algorithm CRP -f -f = Command Line
Crypter: Set the file format (.crp,.txt) CRP -m -m = Command Line Crypter: Set the file
mode CRP -p -p = Command Line Crypter: Set the output path CRP -r -r = Command Line
Crypter: Set the source directory CRP -s -s = Command Line Crypter: Set the source
filename CRP -t -t = Command Line Crypter: Set the output filename CRP -v -v =
Command Line Crypter: Show information about the program CRP -h -h = Command Line
Crypter: Show help information *Note:* If you need to encrypt a file (or multiple files)
then you will need to provide the source and destination paths on the command line: crp -e
test.txt c:tempnewfile.txt 1234 -n Source: this is the full path and file name of the file you
need to encrypt or decrypt. Destination: this is the newly created output file (encrypted or
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decrypted). Passphrase: this
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System Requirements For Command Line Crypter:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 CPU: Intel Core i3 2.8 GHz or AMD A8-3850 with 4 or
more cores. Dual core recommended. GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 (2GB VRAM) or
AMD Radeon HD 7750 (2GB VRAM) RAM: 4GB HDD: 500GB DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes: Videos are for demonstration
purposes only. Actual game play may differ
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